INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

IDEAL FOR
ALL SECTORS

MTF’s SME cloud is the optimal solution for every industry. We assist countless sectors with our cloud data
centers. All industry solutions can be integrated. We even have the right solution for graphically demanding
applications (e.g. CAD). Support for third-party manufacturers is also available. Having integrated so many
industries, we have extremely broad knowledge of different sectors.

ADVANTAGES

VERY BROAD AND IN-DEPT H KNOW-HOW IN
COUNT LESS INDUST RIES

MINIMAL INFRAST RUCT URE ON SIT E T HANKS T O
T HIN CLIENT S

ALL T HE IT IS AT MT F DAT A CENT ERS IN
SWIT ZERLAND

A MINIMAL INT ERNET CONNECT ION IS REQUIRED:
ONLY IMAGES ARE T RANSFERRED

SERVER, DESKT OP AND APPLICAT ION
VIRT UALIZAT ION

A UNIFORM, HIGH-PERFORMANCE WORKING
ENVIRONMENT

BRING-YOUR-OWN-DEVICE ST RAT EGY POSSIBLE

INDIVIDUAL
INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

In general, our cloud services are suitable for all SMEs that don’t want to have their own IT. Thanks to 10
years’ experience in professional cloud computing, we now assist more than 100 companies in countless
industries with a wide variety of demands: Customers with field offices, customers who don't want to have
anything to do with IT, customers that have their own IT, but don’t want to have any hardware in house,
customers with high security requirements, customers with field offices around the globe, customers that
want to remain unrestricted geographically, technology companies that require state-of-the-art IT, fastgrowing companies, and companies that prefer to have fixed, calculable costs.
We have already integrated countless different industries into the cloud:
- Finance companies
- Auditors and legal practices
- Real estate management companies
- Architectural offices
- Industrials
- Auto traders
- Insurance companies
- Pharmaceuticals
- Service providers
- Agencies
- Associations and foundations
- Schools
- Tourist offices
- Local authorities

